l Introduction* In this note we use the conventions and notations of Schatten [4] with the exception that we use B r to indicate the dual (conjugate) space of a Banach space B and ζx, x f y as the action of an element x and a functional x τ on each other. Schatten defines the tensor product Bi ® a B 2 as the completion of the algebraic tensor product B x ® B 2 of two Banach spaces B x and B 2 , on which the cross norm a has been imposed. We discuss the proposition, "If B x and B 2 have Schauder bases, then B 1 <^} a B 2 has a Schauder basis/' We prove this for a = γ (B λ 0 y B 2 is the trace class of transformations of B [ into B 2 ) . We also prove it for a = λ {B λ 0 λ ί? 2 is the class of all completely continuous linear transformations of B [ into B 2 ) in the case in which the bases of B x and B 2 satisfy an "isometry condition". This condition is not very restrictive. We know of no instance in which it is not satisfied.
Next we show that unconditional bases of B λ and B 2 do not necessarily yield an unconditional basis for the tensor product, even in the nicest conceivable infinite dimensional case, that in which B x = B 2 = Hubert space, and the bases are orthonormal and identical.
We recall certain facts about Schauder bases, and set some general notation that we use throughout the paper. We usually work with a biorthogonal set Ω -{x if #ί} { associated with a Banach space B, so that X -{#;}; is a basis for B with coefficients supplied by the corresponding sequence of functionals χ' = {#!}». We will have to do with the closed linear manifold B Ω of B f generated by the elements of χ'. Since B and B Ω are in duality it is possible to embed B in (B Ω )' by the same formula that effects the embedding of B in B'\ We denote by n P m the projection of B defined by n P m x = Σ*T= n <#> <O&». The double sequence { n P m } % , m is uniformly bounded. We denote by T' the transpose of any transformation T. The following lemma, given without proof, is but a trivial strengthening of [2, p. 18 Proof. We show that the vector space spanned by χ λ 0 χ 2 is dense in B λ 0 J5 2 . To see this let n Pi be the n P m defined in § 1 for Ω if and define
The right hand side of (2) tends to zero with m~\ This argument extends by linearity to sums of elements of the form #0 2/. Let now T q be the λ P q defined in § 1 corresponding to Ω x (g) Ω 2 . It remains to show that {T q } q is uniformly bounded. It is easy to show that each T q has one of the following three forms:
Hence, it suffices to show that { n Pi 0 /rkr n. m is uniformly bounded. Let M be a common bound for all The condition of isometry deserves some explanation. It is satisfied by a large class of bases, which includes every base for which
The equation (5) holds always for reflexive spaces. It also holds for certain bases of non-reflexive spaces. A non-reflexive example of (5) Proof. We show the above hypothesis implies the hypothesis of Theorem 3. To see this, let x' o e B', and ε > 0. There is x o e B so that | | &oll = 1 and <x 0 , O > ||a? 0 || -ε/2 and an integer N> 0 so that 11 ail I ^ iiiP sίii ^ <^,iP^;> -<*p n χ*, χs> > <χ 0 , <> -ψ > ll^ll-ε, Q.E.D.
As we have seen, the two biorthogonal sets described above for c 0 satisfy the hypothesis of Corollary 1.
An example of the isometry condition in which B r is not separable is furnished by Schauder's basis for C ([0,1] ), given by the biorthogonal system Ω = {x i9 x[)i described in [1, p. 69] . We consider [0, 1] We know of no biorthogonal set defining a basis which does not satisfy the condition of isometry. Neither do we know if B 1 0 a B 2 has a basis for an arbitrary cross norm a, even if B λ and B 2 have bases. It is clear that for any element of i?i 0 B 21 the formal expansion of Theorem 1 converges to that element with respect to a, since it does with respect to γ i> a. The difficulty lies in establishing that the set {pP\ 0 rPl}p,q is uniformly bounded with respect to a. Theorem 5 remains valid when y is replaced by λ, since l 2 ® y l 2 = (ί 2 Θ xkYf and unconditionality of ί2 (g) £? in Z 2 (g) λ ϊ 2 implies the same in NOTE. We owe to the referee the remark that a space B with a biorthogonal set £? which defines a basis for B can always be renormed, preserving the topology of B [1, Theorem 1, p. 67] Mathematical papers intended for publication in the Pacific Journal of Mathematics should be typewritten (double spaced), and the author should keep a complete copy. Manuscripts may be sent to any one of the four editors. All other communications to the editors should be addressed to the managing editor, L. J. Paige at the University of California, Los Angeles 24, California. 50 reprints per author of each article are furnished free of charge; additional copies may be obtained at cost in multiples of 50.
